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Original Article

Effect of mesh phasing on the
transmission efficiency and
dynamic performance of wheel
hub planetary gear sets

Ehsan Fatourehchi1, Mahdi Mohammadpour1, Paul D King1,
Homer Rahnejat1, Gareth Trimmer2, Alan Williams2 and
Robert Womersley2

Abstract

Transmission efficiency and refinement of planetary wheel hub gearing system are key design attributes for heavy and off-

highway vehicles. Reduction of power loss, directly leading to the development of new generation ECO-axles requires

analysis of gear contacting conditions for lubricated conjunctions to determine frictional performance. This is also

affected by gear dynamics, which is a prerequisite for assessment of noise, vibration and harshness performance.

Therefore, a combined tribo-dynamic analysis is essential. There is a dearth of such holistic analysis, particularly for

the case of wheel hub planetary systems. The paper presents such an analysis, which has not hitherto been reported in

literature. The inexorable interplay of transmission efficiency and noise, vibration and harshness refinement is demon-

strated. The key attributes of noise, vibration and harshness refinement and transmission efficiency can pose contrary

requirements and near-optimal conditions can be highlighted by mesh phasing of gearing contacts, thus alleviating the

need for more complex gear teeth modifications entailing prohibitive manufacturing costs.
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Introduction

Planetary gears have a wide range of application,
including in vehicular drive trains. They provide a
wide range of transmission ratios. There are a
number of major advantages for planetary gears,
including better transmission efficiency when com-
pared with fixed axes transmissions.1 Planetary gears
are generally considered to be quieter than their alter-
natives.2 These relative advantages depend heavily on
the application and working conditions. One of these
applications is the wheel hub planetary set, with
particular application in the off-highway and heavy
duty vehicles. The main design concerns in these
cases are the transmission efficiency and noise, vibra-
tion and harshness (NVH) refinement. This is the
application of interest here.

On the issue of NVH characteristics, mesh phasing
of planets is the approach usually undertaken, as
reported by Kahraman,3 who developed a dynamic
model for the analysis of mesh phasing. He included
all the six rigid body degrees of freedom (DOF) of the

gearing system, showing that their higher harmonic
excitations preclude the chance of eliminating the
transmission error under static or dynamic conditions.
Ambarisha and Parker4 compared the non-linear
dynamics of spur planetary gears in a two-dimensional
lumped-parameter model. Comparing the results with
a two-dimensional finite element model was provided.
The study validated the effectiveness of lumped param-
eter modelling for the analysis of planetary gear
dynamics. Ambarisha and Parker5 used the analytical
model to investigate the effect of mesh phasing between
the planets in order to suppress certain harmonics of
the modal response.
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Another approach to palliate some sources of exci-
tation as well as improving transmission efficiency is
through modifying the profiles of the teeth. Bahk and
Parker6 studied the effect of modified tooth profile on
vibrations of spur planetary gears. They established
an analytical approach to determine the effect of
tooth profile on the sun–planet and planet–ring con-
tacts. This was a two-dimensional lumped parameter
model of a spur planetary gear with modified tooth
profile. The results showed that some additional exci-
tations are induced by modified tooth profiling, which
can be represented as the product meshing stiffness
and the profile modification function.

On the issue of transmission efficiency, there is some
limited reported work. These include the experimental
measurement of planetary gear power loss by Talbot
et al.7 Experiments were carried out for both loaded
and unloaded gear conditions, showing a reduction in
power loss with a reduced number of planets and
increased bulk lubricant temperature under unloaded
conditions. Under loaded conditions, a decrease in
lubricant temperature and improved contact surface
finish decreased the mechanical power loss.

Transmission efficiency and NVH refinement of
gear trains are inexorably coupled through contact
friction in all forms of gearing systems, meaning
that ideally a tribo-dynamics model of the system
would be required for any detailed analysis.8–10

Therefore, it is essential to provide predictive tools
for design purposes, which would integrate system
dynamics with lubricated contacts. This approach
enables the determination of the influence of key par-
ameters upon transmission efficiency and NVH
performance.11 Mohammadpour et al.12 presented
a tribo-dynamic model for the planetary gear sets,
using this approach. Their results showed that NVH

refinement worsens with reduced frictional power loss,
indicating the critical role of friction as an energy
sink, expending the excessive applied power, which
is often the case in modern powertrain systems.
The link between friction in lubricated contacts and
various NVH phenomena is now fairly well under-
stood, such as in gear rattle13–15 and rear axle whine.16

A tribo-dynamic model of off-highway wheel hub
planetary gears is reported here. The dynamic model
takes into account the torsional DOF of the sun,
planet, ring and the carrier, coupled with an analytical
lubricated contact model of meshing teeth pairs.
Therefore, the model enables simultaneous predic-
tions for NVH performance as well as evaluation of
power losses and transmission efficiency. Mesh phas-
ing of gear pairs is investigated to ascertain its effect
upon both NVH refinement as well as transmission
efficiency under representative in-field operating
conditions. An integrated tribo-dynamic analysis is
developed. Such a study for planetary wheel hub
gearing of off-highway vehicles has not been reported
in literature.

Wheel hub configuration

Figure 1(a) shows the power flow from the gearbox to
the wheel hub gears. The transmission ratio, torque
and speed values are presented at the different stages
of the axle system. This load condition represents an
example of top-speed and zero-gradient condition for
a nine-tonne vehicle. Figure 1(b) shows the wheel hub
planetary gear system. In the studied system, the sun
gear is attached to the input shaft, the ring gear to the
housing and the power is transmitted to the wheels
through the carrier. The planetary system consists of
three planets.

Figure 1. (a) Power flow from the gearbox to the wheel hub and (b) schematic representation of the planetary wheel hub.
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The numerical tribo-dynamics model

Dynamic model

To model the dynamics of the planetary systems, dif-
ferent approaches have been proposed. Chen and
Shao,17 and Sun and Hu18 coupled both lateral and
torsional DOFs in modelling the dynamics of planet-
ary system. The same approach is reported by Spitas
and Spitas19 to model a single-stage spur gear. The
purpose of considering lateral vibration is to capture
the interaction with the bearings and gearbox
foundation.

In this study, since the main focus is on the suppres-
sion of the internal excitation due to the gear meshing,
the lateral motions of the gears20 are not taken into
account. Therefore, the dynamics model comprises
six torsional DOFs. These comprise torsional DOF
of the sun gear, the ring gear, the carrier and the
three planet gears. Figure 2 shows the devised model.

The equations of motion are

Is €�s þ
X3

i¼1
ðDTEspikspiTðTs, �s þ ;spiÞ

þD _TEspicspiTÞ ¼ Ts

Ir €�r þ
X3

i¼1
ðDTErpikrpiTðTr, �s þ ;rpiÞ

þD _TErpicrpiTÞ ¼ Tr

Ic €�c þ
X3

i¼1
ðDTEspikspiTðTs, �s þ ;spiÞ þD _TEspicspiT

þDTErpikrpiTðTr, �s þ ;rpiÞ þD _TErpicrpiTÞ ¼ Tc

Ip1 €�p1 þ ðDTEsp1ksp1TðTs, �s þ ;spiÞ þD _TEsp1csp1T

�DTErp1krp1TðTr, �s þ ;rpiÞ �D _TErp1crp1TÞ ¼ 0

Ip2 €�p2 þ ðDTEsp2ksp2TðTs, �s þ ;spiÞ þD _TEsp2csp2T

�DTErp2krp2TðTr, �s þ ;rpiÞ �D _TErp2crp2TÞ ¼ 0

Ip3 €�p3 þ ðDTEsp3ksp3TðTs, �s þ ;spiÞ þD _TEsp3csp3T

�DTErp3krp3TðTr, �s þ ;rpiÞ �D _TErp3crp3TÞ ¼ 0

ð1Þ

where, i ¼ 1� 3 indicate the number of planet
branches.

The dynamic transmission error (DTE) is due to
the localised contact deformation of the teeth as
well as the global bending of the gear teeth and rim.
This parameter is used as a measure of NVH refine-
ment. For the various gears, it is obtained as

DTEspi ¼ fað�s=rp � �pi � �crc=rpÞ ð2Þ

D _TEspi ¼ fað _�s=rp � _�pi � _�crc=rpÞ ð3Þ

DTErpi ¼ fað�pi � �rrr=rp � �crc=rpÞ ð4Þ

D _TErpi ¼ fað _�pi � _�rrr=rp � _�crc=rpÞ ð5Þ

;rpi and ;spi are the differences in the meshing phase
of each planet with respect to the ring or the sun gear.
The phase difference in the meshing is presented in
Figure 3.

For the ring gear, the equation of motion is con-
strained (disregarded). The corresponding terms in
equations (2) to (5) are also ignored.

The backlash in teeth pair conjunctions should be
taken into account. It introduces system non-linearity.

Figure 2. The gear set model.
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This leads to teeth pair impact and separation in the
vicinity of system resonances. The backlash is given
by piecewise linear relationships:

fa ¼ 1 05DTE or DTE5 � rpB
fa ¼ 0 �rpB5DTE5 0

�
ð6Þ

Meshing stiffness

In order to obtain more accurate results, recently the
planetary transmission systems are modelled using

various computational approaches, including finite
element analysis (FEA). Iglesias et al.21,22 developed
a finite element model to determine the contact mesh-
ing stiffness. The same approach is reported by
Oyague23 utilizing the SIMPACK software.

The gear pairs used for the off-highway wheel
hubs are spur gears. In order to obtain the non-
linear load variable meshing stiffness at all the
mesh points in the current study, the commercial
FEA-based tooth contact analysis (TCA) package,
reported by Vijayakar24 and Xu and Kahraman25

is used.

Figure 3. (a) Meshing stiffness of the ring-planet contact obtained through TCA. (b) Schematic representation of gear phasing in

different planetary branches.
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The TCA model is also used to calculate instant-
aneous contact geometry, and the rolling and sliding
contact velocities8,12,26 to determine contact friction
of meshing gear teeth pairs. All the data obtained
through TCA are expressed as an eighth-order
Fourier series with respect to the planet angle.
Furthermore, in order to consider the effect of applied
torque on the meshing stiffness, the TCA model is run
for a range of applied torques. Then, the coefficients
of Fourier function of the meshing stiffness are
expressed as functions of applied torque. Figure 3
shows a typical meshing stiffness of the ring-planet
contact obtained through TCA.

It is important to include material damping due to
hysteresis.27,28 The damping coefficient for a single
meshing pair is28

c ¼
0:009k

fm
ð7Þ

where, fm is the meshing frequency.

The tribological model

Gears typically operate under mixed regime of
lubrication (elastohydrodynamics and asperity inter-
actions). Therefore, the mechanisms underlying
generated friction are due to viscous shear of a thin
lubricant film as well as any direct interaction of aspe-
rities on the counter face surfaces of gear teeth flanks.
Thus, the total friction becomes

f ¼ fv þ fbo ð8Þ

The Greenwood and Tripp29 method is used to
determine the contribution due to boundary inter-
action of rough meshing surfaces, assuming that
asperity heights on the counter face surfaces follow
a Gaussian distribution. A small fraction of the
instantaneous contact load is supported by these
ubiquitous asperities under mixed regime of lubrica-
tion. This is indicated by the Stribeck’s lubricant film
parameter: l ¼ hc0

� 43, where s is the composite root
mean square roughness of the counter face rough
surfaces. Then the load supported by contact of
these asperities becomes29

Wa ¼
16

ffiffiffi
2
p

15
� ���ð Þ

2

ffiffiffi
�

�

r
E
0

AF5=2 lð Þ ð9Þ

where, F5=2 lð Þ is a statistical function for the Gaussian
distribution of asperities heights. For steel surfaces, it
is represented by a fifth-order polynomial fit as30

F5=2 lð Þ ¼
�0:004l5 þ 0:057l4 � 0:296l3

þ0:784l2 � 1:078lþ 0:617;

� �
for l43

0; for l4 3

8<
:

ð10Þ

For steel surfaces, the roughness parameter ��� is
in typically: 0.03–0.07. The ratio �=� is a representa-
tion of the average asperity slope,30 which is in the
range 10�4–10�2.30 These parameters are measured
using white light interferometer, Alicona with a verti-
cal resolution of 1Nm and horizontal resolution of
0.175mm. The results of measurements for 10 sampled
area of teeth flanks yield: ���¼ 0.055 and �=�¼ 10�3.

The area of contact of rough surface features is
then29

Aa ¼ �
2 ���ð Þ

2AF2 lð Þ ð11Þ

F2 lð Þ is a statistical function, given as29

F2 lð Þ ¼
�0:002l5 þ 0:028l4 � 0:173l3

þ0:526l2 � 0:804lþ 0:500;

� �
for l43

0; for l4 3

8<
:

ð12Þ

A tribo-film of lubricant additives usually forms on
the contacting surfaces. This ultra-thin film shears in a
non-Newtonian manner at the limiting shear stress of
the lubricant, thus31

fbo ¼ �LAa ð13Þ

where, �L is the limiting shear stress of lubricant
defined as31,32

�L ¼ �0L þ "Pm ð14Þ

where Pm ¼
Wa

Aa
is the average pressure at tip of aspe-

rities and " is the pressure-induced shear coefficient.
Evans and Johnson33 presented a formula for vis-

cous friction for these cases, also including the effect
of generated heat. Based on their model, viscous fric-
tion can be obtained as

fv ¼ Fflank 0:87��0 þ 1:74
�0
�p
ln

1:2

�0hc0

2 _K	0
1þ 9:6


� �1=20
B@

1
CA

0
B@

1
CA
ð15Þ

where


 ¼
4

�

_K

hc0=R

�p

E
0
RK

0�0c0V

� �1=2
ð16Þ

Then, the frictional power loss becomes

PL ¼ f�V ð17Þ

It is clear that the above procedure depends on the
prediction of the lubricant film thickness in the con-
tact of all the meshing gear teeth pairs. An analytical
approach for this is based on the use of numerically
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obtained oil film thickness formulae through regres-
sion analyses. It is important to employ an appropri-
ate formula, applicable for the correct contact
configuration and one whose basis envelopes contact
kinematics and applied loads determined by TCA.
‘In the case studied here the following formula is used34

h�c0 ¼ 4:31U0:68
e G0:49

e W�0:073e 1� exp �1:23
Ry

Rx

� �2=3
" #)(

ð18Þ

The dimensionless parameters are

We ¼
�Fflank

2ErR2
, Ue ¼

�	0V

4ErR
, Ge ¼ E

0

� and h�c0 ¼
hc0
R

where Fflank is the normal contact load at the mesh
point, E

0

is the reduced elastic modulus of contacting
surfaces, R is the radii of curvature at the point of
contact, 	0 is the lubricant atmospheric dynamic vis-
cosity, V is the speed of lubricant entraining motion
into the contact, � is the lubricant pressure viscosity
coefficient and hc0 is the central contact lubricant film
thickness.

Applied torque

The instantaneous total resisting torque on the
carrier is

Tc ¼ Tw þ Tfr ð19Þ

where Tw is the applied resistive torque, resident on
the carrier, resulting from the longitudinal vehicle
dynamics. This is measured from the track test at
the JCB.

Tfr is the friction torque, obtained from the power
loss as

Tfr ¼
PLT

_�c
ð20Þ

At a given vehicle speed, a sufficient applied
torque to the sun gear maintains the steady-state
conditions

Ts ¼
Tc

Rplan
ð21Þ

The calculated resistive torque from equation (19)
and the driving torque from equation (21) are directly
supplied to the equations of motion (equation (1)),
where Rplan is the transfer ratio, which alters accord-
ing to different configurations. The kinematic rela-
tionship between planetary gears is

ðZr þ ZsÞ _�c ¼ _�rZr þ _�sZs ð22Þ

When a gearing component is stationary, then its
velocity is set to zero. Therefore, in order to maintain
steady state conditions, the required torque resident
on the input shaft is obtained from equations (21) and
(22). For example, for the case of _�r ¼ 0, using equa-
tion (22) the transfer ratio becomes: Rplan ¼

Zs

ðZrþZsÞ
.

Results and discussion

The wheel hub planetary gear set of the JCB Max-
Trac rear differential is studied here. The effect of
mesh phasing between different branches on the effi-
ciency and NVH of the wheel hub is considered. These
planetary gear sets contribute to the NVH and effi-
ciency of the axle during the various road testing drive
cycles. Therefore, the study takes into account various
load–speed combinations. The input torque to the sun
gear from the differential is 609Nm at the speed of
906 r/min. The ring gear is fixed onto the axle housing
and the power is transmitted to the wheels through
the carrier. The gear data are listed in Table 1. Table 2
lists the lubricant properties.

When all the planet gears make simultaneous con-
tact at the same position along the meshing cycle with
the ring and sun gears, the planetary system is in-phase
as shown in Figure 3(b). A phase difference can be
obtained by installing the planets at different circum-
ferential positions. The resultant out-of-balance should
be countered by additional balancing mass. The add-
itional mass is desired in the construction machinery

Table 1. The gearbox data.

Radius of sun gear 0.026 [m]

Radius of planet gear 0.043 [m]

Radius of ring gear 0.115 [m]

Pressure angle 20�

Helix angle 0�

Number of teeth for sun gear 15

Number of teeth for planet gear 25

Number of teeth for ring gear 66

Number of planet branches 3

Moment of inertia of the sun gear 0:00035 ½Kg�m�1�

Moment of inertia of the planet gear 0:0016 ½Kg�m�1�

Moment of inertia of the carrier

(including vehicle equivalent inertia)

775:4 ½Kg�m�1�

Table 2. Lubricant rheology.

Pressure viscosity coefficient 2:38� 10�8½Pa�1�

Atmospheric dynamic viscosity 0.0144 [Pa.s]

Eyring shear stress 2 [MPa]

Thermal conductivity 0.16 [W/m.K]

Pressure-induced shear coefficient (") 0.047
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for operational stability under the loading and re-
handling conditions. Figure 4 shows how the planet
phasing affects the variation in the effective meshing
stiffness of a planet–ring, and planet–sun gear contacts.
It should be noted that in practice there is always a
small amount of inadvertent phasing in the system
assembly due to the manufacturing and assembly
errors, as well as due to the assembly compliance.
Therefore, understanding the effect of phasing is not
only essential for tuning the system in terms of the
NVH refinement and efficiency, but it is also required
to investigate the effect of any undesired phasing.

In order to investigate the effect of phasing, one
branch is considered as the reference (e.g. ;rp1 ¼
;sp1 ¼ 0). This reference branch is considered to have
0% phase difference and the phase of other branches
are measured with respect to it. The phase difference
for the other two branches is considered to reside from
0% to 100% of the meshing period (Figure 3).

The meaning of 0% is that there is no phase difference
with the reference branch. One hundred percent means
that the specific branch has phase difference of one com-
plete meshing cycle, which is effectively same with 0%.
All possible combinations of phasing are considered in
the current analysis. As a measure of NVH refinement,
the peak-to-peak amplitude of the DTE is examined.
Larger peak-to-peak amplitudes correspond to increased
variations in the teeth pair contact force, which may be
as the result of impact and separation (loss of friction).
The resulting vibrations can induce structure-borne
noise. Impacting pairs can also cause pressure perturb-
ations, leading to airborne noise emission.

Effect of phase difference on DTE
of ring–planet contacts

Figure 5 shows the DTE of ring–planet for an
in-phase planet-branching configuration. Positive

Figure 4. DTE of sun–planet and ring–planet with no phase difference between the branches.
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values of DTE correspond to loaded contacts with
elastic deformation of the contiguous surfaces.
The value of DTE ¼ 0 indicates the threshold for
loss of contact. Therefore, DTE5 0 loss of contact

occurs, which also corresponds to no traction.
Under these conditions, there is no friction and the
excess energy would manifest itself in the form of
vibratory motion. Therefore, loss of contact or

Figure 5. Peak-to-peak DTE of ring–planet contacts for different branches and for all phasing combinations.
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separation is another measure of NVH refinement. As
Figure 4 shows, there is no separation under the cur-
rent studied working conditions.

Figure 5 shows the peak-to-peak value of the
DTE for different combinations of phasing in

branches 1, 2 and 3. The figure relates to the ring–
planet contact. No teeth pair separation occurs in the
contacts. The figure shows that the peak-to-peak
value of the DTE in the ring–planet contact can be
reduced by 53–57%. The minimum value for branch 1

Figure 6. The peak–peak value of DTE of sun–planet contacts for different branches and for all combinations of phase differences.
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can be obtained with no phase difference between all
the branches. In branch 2, the minimum peak-to-peak
value takes place at two positions marked by A and B
in the figure. Point A is when the branches 2 and 3
have 80% and 40% phase differences, respectively.
Point B takes place when the branches 2 and 3 have
30% and 60% phase differences, respectively.
Considering the discrete nature of the simulations
and 10% intervals between different data points, it
can be concluded that the minimum DTE occurs
when one of the branches has 30–40% and the other
60–80% phase difference. From practical point of
view, it should be noted that 100% of phase difference
can be obtained by displacing the mesh point equiva-
lent to the complete meshing cycle. For the presented
case study, this value is 14.4� of rotation of planet,
which can be implemented by repositioning the carrier
arm by 5.4�. On the other hand, there is an assembly
constraint for planetary gear sets, which specifies

possible phase differences ; as

;ðZs þ ZrÞ

360
¼ Integer ð23Þ

In the presented case study, the closest possible
phase difference value to the optimum point is 4.4�,
which can still provide high NVH refinement.

Very similar reduction is observed for the DTE for
branch 3. Therefore, points A and B can be chosen as
the optima in terms of NVH refinement. They provide
56–58% reduction in the peak-to-peak value of DTE,
which requires a compromise in terms of a 50%
increase in the DTE for the first branch.

For design purposes and using the current model, a
multi-objective optimization can be employed with
the peak-to-peak DTE for the three branches as the
objective functions. Then, an optimum point can be
obtained amongst all the possible combinations of
phase differences.

Figure 7. Spectra of sun–planet and ring–planet DTE in the branch 2.
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Effect of phase difference on DTE
of sun–planet contacts

Figure 6 shows similar values to those in Figure 5, but
related to the sun–planet contact. Again no teeth pair
separation is observed under the simulated condi-
tions. In all the branches, a reduction of 58–70%
can be obtained by choosing the phase difference com-
binations at points A and B. These points correspond
to similar conditions for points A and B in Figure 5.
In the case of sun–planet contact, a consistent reduc-
tion is observed for all the branches, thus compromis-
ing for higher peak-to-peak value for one of ring–
planet contacts can be justified even without any
detailed optimization. In Figure 6, the reduction in
the first branch is much larger than the other two
branches. Noting an increase in the oscillations of
the ring–planet contact of the same branch, it can
be concluded that the vibratory energy is shifted
to the ring–planet contact since these contacts act as
parallel equivalent springs.

Effect of phase difference on specific mode
shapes and total power loss

It is important to be able to target-specific mode shapes
in the development process. The DTE is the source of
excitation in the gear train system. Therefore, it is
important to determine its spectral content as shown
in Figure 7 for both the sun–planet and the ring–planet
contacts in branch 2. The two main spectral contribu-
tions are the first and second meshing orders. In both
cases, these peaks are significantly reduced with appro-
priate phasing as shown in the figure. This is equivalent
to 25% for the first meshing order and 40% for the
second meshing order.

Figure 8 shows the total power loss for all the
meshing gears for different phase differences in

branches 2 and 3. This shows that the power
loss varies by 5% for these different combinations.
The minimum power loss occurs when the phase dif-
ference in branch 2 is 20%. This minimum value is
1% lower than the original gearing configuration with
no phase difference in any of the branches. However,
it would be more of interest to measure the power loss
at points A and B in Figures 5 and 6. This would
enable a comparison for the potential improvements
in NVH refinement. Point A and B show 2.4% and
0.6% higher power loss in comparison with the
no-phase difference condition. This shows that the
most efficient combination does not correspond to
the most NVH-refined case. However, any significant
improvement in the NVH refinement can justify a
small loss in transmission efficiency, particularly
because the latter is already at 99.6%.

Conclusion

The paper presents analysis of planetary wheel hub
gears of off-highway vehicles. NVH refinement and
improved transmission efficiency are the key desired
attributes. Optimal conditions with these attributes
do not often coincide under various operating
conditions. Whilst, the primary aim is to develop an
ECO-friendly and high-efficiency system, the NVH
performance is also a growing area of concern.

Wheel hub planetary gears are often subject to
poor NVH under the harsh operating conditions.
An optimum simultaneous solution for both reduced
power loss and improved NVH should be sought.

The results show that with mesh phasing of the
system planetary branches such an approach can
lead to near simultaneous optimal solution with
respect to efficiency and NVH performance can
be obtained. This alleviates the need for more costly
palliative measures, such as gear teeth modification

Figure 8. Total power loss for all combinations of phase differences.
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and attainment of high manufacturing and assembly
precisions. As the transmission efficiency is already
quite high for planetary system, the focus of investi-
gation can be put upon NVH assessment, whilst
ensuring that mesh phasing does not adversely affect
system efficiency.

The paper also shows that with such an approach,
the need for detailed multi-parameter optimisation
can be alleviated, at least for prescribed broad range
of vehicle use. The current analysis deals with tor-
sional system dynamics. The effect of phasing on lat-
eral oscillations of the system should be investigated,
including misalignment and supporting bearing losses.
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Appendix

Notation

A apparent contact area
Aa contact area of asperities
B backlash
c damping coefficient
c
0

thermal capacity of conjunctional solids
E
0

effective modulus of elasticity
f friction
fbo boundary friction
fm meshing frequency
fv viscous friction
Fflank flank load
hc0 lubricant film thickness at the centre of

contact

I polar moment of inertia
_K conductivity of the lubricant
K
0

conductivity of solid bodies
k stiffness
�p average contact pressure
PL power loss
R contact radii of curvature
r radii of meshing teeth
T torque
V lubricant entrainment velocity
�V sliding velocity
Wa load carried by asperities
Z number of teeth
� pressure–viscosity coefficient
� asperity tip radius
" pressure-induced shear coefficient of

bounding surfaces
	0 lubricant ambient dynamic viscosity
� torsional degrees of freedom
l stribeck oil film parameter
�
0

density of contacting solids
� composite surface roughness of con-

tacting surfaces
�L limiting shear stress of the lubricant
�0 Eyring shear stress
�L0 limiting shear stress at ambient pressure
; phase difference

Subscripts

bo denotes boundary lubrication regime
c belongs to carrier
p denotes planet
plan planetary gears
r ring gear
rp ring-to-planet
s sun gear
sp sun-to-planet
T total
v viscous
w wheel
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